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PART 1: COMPETENCIES
*Part 1 is to be filled out by the applicant's first and second level supervision only.*
PART 2: SUPERVISOR ENDORSEMENT
* Signature below to be completed by employee's immediate supervisor and second line supervisor only. * By signing below, you are certifying that you approve of the applicant applying to EEP and you give your permission for them to attend all EEP events.
DISCLAIMER:  The information provided in this EEP Performance Assessment Worksheet is designed to provide helpful information on the competency of the employee and must be completely filled in.  Both the supervisor and Second Line Supervisor are required to digitally sign this document for the employee to be considered.  Failure to complete the EEP Performance Assessment Worksheet, or any missing signature(s) will result in the employee being withdrawn from competing.
SUPERVISOR ENDORSEMENT
Read through each component and use the scoring below to evaluate the employee's competency.
Leadership - Employee demonstrates leadership through example, teambuilding, motivation, mentoring, demonstrates a high standard of performance and ethical behavior, inspires others to do their part in order to successfully accomplish the mission; and adapts well to new demands.
Diversity - Employee is aware of the numerous types of diversity and understands the associated benefits; values and works well in a diverse workforce and supports equality throughout the organization.
Communication - Employee communicates clearly and concisely, whether orally or in writing; responds to questions knowledgeably; listens well and translates information into action; effectively identifies communication barriers; and offers timely response and/or feedback.
Work/Business Management - Employee uses resources effectively; sees future problems and takes or initiates action to head them off; plans and schedules work effectively; looks ahead and based on judgments about future events, takes action to improve a potential outcome; appropriate career field computer skills/proficiency; and handles stress accordingly.
Human Relations - Employee recognized internal and external customers, identified any source of conflict and helps effectively diffuse the situation through negotiation skills.  Sensitive to both internal and external customer's needs and feelings an works to meet their needs in a timely and efficient manner.  Effective in working relationships - positive example. 
Productivity - Employee exerts effort and shows initiative in starting, carrying out, and completing tasks.  Spends time productively and efficiently.  Timely in completing work.
Work Skills - Employee demonstrates excellent skills in performing his/her work.  Able to assist others in associated tasks.  Follows and Implements procedures, regulations, or technical orders with precision.  Has skills and abilities to substitute for absent work leader or supervisor.  Considered excellent example in his/her work.
1 = Very limited ability/knowledge                                             1.5 = Some ability/knowledge         
2 = Limited experience, but not ready                                    2.5 = Experienced, but not ready
3 = Somewhat experienced, could benefit from formal development         3.5 = Experienced, would benefit from formal development
4 = Questionably exhibits superior ability/knowledge                           4.5 = Clearly exhibits superior ability/knowledge
5 = Superb example/model for his/her co-workers/work area
Leadership
Diversity
Communication
Work/Business Management
Human  Relations
Productivity
Work Skills
Total Score
11.0.1.20130826.2.901444.899636
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